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Details of Visit:

Author: kundalini
Location 2: Bury
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 26 May 2009 3pm
Duration of Visit: 60mins
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: World Famous Babes 2
Website: http://www.worldfamousbabes.com
Phone: 01617977901

The Premises:

My first visit to WFB. Booked over the phone that morning despite never having been before.
Helpful directions. Receptionist polite and welcoming, got me a drink on arrival. Relaxed
atmosphere in the lounge. Nice sized room with ensuite shower. Water temperature either too hot
or too cold but that was the only negative. Overall, seemed like a class act to me.

The Lady:

Hot indian babe, mid 20s, 5'6 (if she's given the benefit of the doubt), waist length long dark hair,
slim, toned stomach, gorgeous small natural breasts, extremely cute bum, couple of small tattoos,
facially nice looking, shaven pussy with a small amount of hair above. Photos on website are a
good likeness. No sign of her hat though (see pics).

The Story:

As a professional sex worker, Farrah impressed me more than any of the other five WGs I've seen.
She's got the looks, the confidence, the people skills and is not only good at sex but is willing to
bring her sexuality into the room. Farrah is lively, intelligent, fun, talks and laughs a lot, seems a
genuinely happy woman, perfectly content with her chosen occupation. In the room she is both sexy
and sexual, fully present, multi-orgasmic.

After a break of over a year from paid sex, having had Farrah's pics on my computer for a while, I
finally succumbed to the temptation. I was after an experience rather than an orgasm. If I'm paying
then I'm only interested in seeing super hot women and as much as I'd like the encounter to be fun,
pleasurable, at the time, I'm really after something that I can smile about for a few weeks, or even
months, afterwards. My sessions are slightly weird as I tend to get turned on when the WG is visibly
aroused so I've been taking along a few vibrators (including Magic Wand) to act as a catalyst.

The session: Quick shower then plugged in Magic Wand. Explained what I'm into. No massage. Got
her to undress and put her hair down. Farrah's a sexually confident woman, fully aware of her
orgasmic powers and comfortable with being sexual in the room. Strange looking vibrator, stick it on
clit, off we go. She kisses passionately (surprisingly so), moves her hips while riding on top,
squeezes her pussy muscles. (I would have like her to squeeze a bit tighter but ....) Generally gets
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stuck in, sucking cock, licking my perineum, demanding kisses. Perfectly happy to adapt, change
positions, listening intently when I try to explain things. Good owo and indeed ow after one of her
many orgasms. A funny moment when she took a dislike to the taste of her cum on the condom.

Her orgasms are spectacular affairs, loud, vocal, enthusiastic. She climaxes easily from both clit
stimulation and penetration. With the Hitachi Magic Wand massager on her clit she was orgasming
after a couple of mins. She laughed about the effect the Magic Wand was having on the size of her
clit. Worth noting that she does get very sensitive after orgasm so needs a few mins rest before
starting off again. Not sure about the orgasm count, perhaps 15 or so, of which I contributed to only
two or three (more if you count holding the vibrator as a genuine contribution). At one point, while
she had Magic Wand on her clit, I was forcefully thrusting a couple of fingers against her G-Spot,
secretly hoping that she might squirt (I've been watching too many Cytherea vids), but no luck, just
another loud regular orgasm for the hot indian babe. She also tried pocket rocket and liked that too.
But 7 speed rabbit was brutally rejected with a cutting remark about having had a rabbit but not
being impressed and subsequently giving it to a lesbian friend in India who loved it.

Highlights: Farrah facing away from me, cute bum in full view, hips gyrating, rocking back against
the Hitachi Magic Wand, as she approached orgasm, was some sight. Breathing in sync, deep
continuous breaths, with her lying directly on top of me, was another nice moment. She hadn't come
across a Magic Wand massager before and did enjoy the powerful vibrations. I liked fingering her G-
Spot while her vagina pulsated with pleasure, even though she didn't squirt. Her gorgeous breasts
are just perfect for stroking during intercourse.

Downside: In some ways we weren't a good match for each other sexually. I'm into orgasmic trance
sex, left the planet, lost in the sensation, while Farrah's sexuality is rapid fire with a stop start nature
to it; moving quickly to orgasm, then too sensitive, then start again. I would get turned on then go off
the boil as a result. I'm still finding that condoms don't give me enough stimulation; not found a
solution to that one.

Verdict: I enjoyed the session. My grand total of 10 paid encounters have included a couple of
shockingly awful ones and two disappointing sessions but Farrah certainly comes in the category of
those that were worth the fee paid. I wasn't smitten by Farrah as some other reviewers seem to
have been but I did like her outgoing personality, her hot body and her sexuality. For a first session
it was fine (two days later I'm still smiling thinking about it and I suspect it will remain a fun memory
for some time) but the magical element, that has occurred in a couple of my other sessions, was
missing. It's great to be with someone like Farrah, who is clearly good at sex but it can't compete
with introducing someone to a new level of pleasure and being able to watch their reaction.

Farrah currently works tue at WFB Bury, wed at WFB Swinton and thurs at the Gallery where she is
known as Zara (lots of hot pics of her on the Gallery's website).

If anyone wants to know what to get Farrah for her 27th birthday, still a few months away, a Hitachi
Magic Wand, preferably with attachments, would be much appreciated. She wanted me to do so but
I'm afraid I'm just not very nice.

There are quite a few reviews of Farrah on the web but you need to know where to look; for those
interested, her PN reviews that I'm aware of are: 89892, 86703, 86217, 82902, 62638, 62378,
61591, 59025.
51570, 51334, 50770, 49192, 49013, A couple of clients seem to have caught her on a bad day but
otherwise the rest are generally enthusiastic. Her feedback on LBB forum and Preston Punters is
also very positive with some clients totally smitten by her charms.

Quick clarification. Appointment booked over the phone for 2.30pm but she was running slightly late
so we started just before 3pm. The fee was ?100 + I gave her ?20 to cover extras/tip at the start of
the session.
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